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glacier-choked passes rising above that curtain. We had gained this
altitude at the expense of distance, but now, straightening out on
the course, we made better speed, and the range moved steadily
under us. Far ahead over the cloud-field were indications of more
mountains, but there the cloud-bank seemed to rise to the strato-
sphere, shutting us of! like a wall.
Nevertheless, since everything was functioning perfectly on the
ship, I assumed that we would fly through it, according to plan. In
fact, I was so busy with camera and notebook that I was scarcely
noticing Kenyon at all. Then at 1.05 p.m., G.C.T., I became aware
that he was banking to turn.
"What are you doing?" I yelled. "Keep on to eighty, if possible."
(By that I meant 80° W. Long., the edge of unclaimed land.)
He only shook his head and kept turning, making no*explana-
tion.  Was this to be for ever my fate on this crossing?  Was I
always to be frustrated? Then I cooled down when I observed that
instead of doubling back on our course, north-east, Kenyon was
steering almost due east. I thought I understood his plan—to head
for the Weddell Sea, where we had seen good weather, land on the
shelf ice, and wait for the mountains to clear up.
This short leg of the journey gave a vivid idea of the strength
of the gale we had been bucking. Although our positions over
Hearst Land will never be accurately known, since we could take no
ground observations, it is unlikely that we made more than one
hundred miles in an hour of flying. With that same wind on our
tail we came back to the Weddell Sea in thirty minutes.
But there we attempted no landing, since the weather looked
clear to the north-west over Stefansson Strait. It was a good plan to
land in that shelter, provided we could find suitable ice. Accord-
ingly, we followed the coast north, rounding Cape Eielson at 2.12,
G.C.T., then heading west up into the strait. But again Kenyon
attempted no landing, flying well above the mountainous walls of
the supposed passage. After twenty minutes on this course we
wheeled and flew back for a short distance, then swung north and
west again, moving in above the Finley Islands. Then a little later
the plane made a complete circle to the left and straightened out
to the north-east, the direction of Dundee Island. Kenyon passed
me a note:

